
Launch of Infoweb.org,
the earliest creation of the HW

team and one of the first hundred .org
websites on the planet.

Boston Living Center: First-ever computer 
center in New England launches for HIV and
homeless populations - project mastermind 
is Infoweb founder Ken Duncan.

1995

A.G. Scott Harshbarger & MGLPC
congratulates the Infoweb website 
team for reaching 6 M hits a year.

popup photo of aware

Executive Directors of Massachusetts AIDS Organizations ask the Infoweb Team to 
create a comprehensive housing search/apply tool.

A newly-christened “HousingWorks”
team begins housing investigation phase.

1990

1999

Team leader John LaBella first envisions 
a model for HousingWorks, based on 
the symbiotic processes found in all 

Ecosystems.  

1997

The Infoweb team creates a first-ever 
video cassette guide: "How to Find 
AIDS Information on the Internet". 

The Infoweb team launches a free, 
anonymous data collection model 

that helps bring down a one 
example of AIDS Corporate Culture

The 
History 

of 
HousingWorks.net
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http://web.archive.org/web/19981203033438/http://www.infoweb.org/
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Created by Ken Duncan and John LaBella, the HIV Infoweb launched from Ken's house in 1990. The Infoweb was eventually funded by MA DPH and placed in the offices of the non-profit JRI Health.  Although there is now no visual documentation of the Infoweb's earliest appearance, the Internet Archive service WayBackMachine began documenting webpages in 1996 - to view the site as it looked in 1998, simply click Infoweb.org  above.

https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/AwardHarshbarger.jpg
https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/BostonLivingCenter.jpg
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The team initially included only Ken Duncan, John LaBella. John toured the state for two years, working with homeless persons. their advocates, working in Housing Authority offices on lotteries, and interviewing advocacy agencies. The result was a pilot model programmed by Ken Duncan. Shortly after Ken moved to Europe and MIT physicist David Kokorowski took over all programming.  CCAA Executive Director Dan Curley provided office space for years, and brought in many other influential supporters as advisors and board members.
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HIV information was changing so fast that most doctors were not staying on top of it, not were their patients. Also this information was not widely disseminated due to stigma, in the communities, in the media, in the government and in churches. Creating universal access to life-saving HIV information meant we had to know why certain populations where NOT using the internet at this early stage.  We invited trainers from Deaf, non-English speaking populations, and cultural communities that were least comfortable with GLBTQ issues,  to train us on how our information could be made available to their communities; thereafter, many of these trainers contributed volunteer hours , to ensure that their populations could access this site. One of the most successful partnerships was that the Infoweb staff volunteered weekly at the Boston Living Center, training visitors on how to use a computer so that they could, among other things, learn how to locate AIDS information on the 'net.
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This cassette was disseminated via 24 Email groups and was used in many places around the world, both by PWA groups as well as medical professionals; places that we know of include India, Germany, Hawaii, and Australia. 
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A three million dollar initiative to collect 'Confidential' data from persons with HIV who were in HIV-drug trials was announced and praised in many media outlets, despite having not  launched after two years. The purported purpose of the resource was to compare all aspects of a persons life, including their current drug cocktail, to see which combination of elements might produce the healthiest person. Individuals could also then compare their many lifestyle choices with  groups of users making different choices, viewing qualitative outcomes  as a graph 'How many Tcells after how many months" etc.. However, the Infoweb team knew  three things: 1.  the answers to this were ALREADY known from an extensive research initiative collected on paper; 2.  that an anonymous approach was better than a 'confidential' approach, since patients were not likely to admit illicit drug use to persons who could eject them from a drug trial;, and 3. There was no need to spend 2 three million dollars on this; The infoweb team spent $40.00 and three months querying agencies and person s across 24 email lists - and used free code available on the net to quickly launched an inexpensive anonymous version that would do the same thing - but used its own announcement to point out that this was a pointless exercise, since the answers were already know. Six months later, the multi-million dollar initiative shut down. 
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Link to a graphic that shows the symbiotic relationships, overlaid with the other, failed approach "networking".The model is remarkable in that it coonverts many large broken networks into a functioning ecosystem while eliminating an impossible mountains of agreements, meetings, MOUs, and contracts.

www.infoweb.org/Timeline/SymbiosisEcosystemGraphics.jpg


2002

HW reaches first milestone – the 
comprehensive system includes all 

housing inventory, and most 
applications, for all of New England.

MA Legislative Task Force Report
on greater efficiencies for Health 

and Human Service Task Force 
includes testimony from, and 
support for, the HW model. 

2003

HW launches pilots and implements the first full HMIS implementation in New 
England – and only second in the country - in the Lawrence CoC. 

 HW engages hundreds of users to 
test a pilot version of the site. 

CCAA provides free office space 
for years, to support the project.

HousingWorks.net
formally launches.

2001 2000

HW is finally able to get a meeting with 
DHCD, where, after a series of meetings 

where IT staff grill HW on all details of its 
model, is violently rebuffed, called 'fascist', 
and is told, “There is no need for a system 
like yours because we are going to build 

one in-house.”

HW first meets with CHAPA and is 
introduced to MassAccess.

The HW team suggests that CHAPA 
take over the HW mode, but is told 

“that is not in our scope.” 

2003
A
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Having Launched in 1996, The Internet Archive  was able to capture our second iteration as it launched in July 2001. To view the site as it appeared, click the words HousingWorks.net above. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20010722100621/http://www.housingworks.net/
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Intentionally designed to limit barriers for users with small B&W monitors, vision impaired users, and internet neophytes, the front page was the tip of a massive database with near-comprehensive data on all low income housing options in N.E. This data was the result of painstaking accumulation of print, web listings, and phone calls to more than 40 types of low income housing, the details of some programs were only discoverable via long phone calls with the Directors and Managers of that housing  (see partial pile of some print listings). The lack of information was particularly glaring from MA public housing; DHCD never provided an convenient and complete inventory breakdown of each PHA and what types of housing each offered till 2018.

https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/InventoryBooks.jpg
https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/2003 04 09 Speaker's HHS Task Force Report.doc
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To view the entire report, click the bold face words above. Highlighted text on pages 12 and 18 shows the recommendations re: a HW model and also the estimated types of savings state budget analysts estimated after viewing the HW service and inviting HW team members to the state house to provide information and testimony.



2018 2016

HW publishes first-ever
unduplicated counts of housing 

seekers and waitlist times.

August: On invitation of Boston City
Council,  HW provides testimony using
first-ever real-time data and trends re:
waitlist times and profiles of Boston’s
low-income housing seekers.

Over three years, HW test-drives six versions of the 
front page of the website to determine ease of use, in 
prep for complete re-design of site. 

2015

2008

HW continues to expand its HMIS system to more CoCs, 
inside and outside of New England, along with increased 
purchase of the main HW housing search/apply/waitlist 

tools.

2004 2006

HW  provides first-ever
centralized waitlist tool

to managers of 
low-income 

housing.

At the urging - and with  the 
extensive help of - UMASS 

Boston's Valerie Haven, HW 
pioneers first-ever accessible
Adobe PDF Applications for 

vision-impaired persons.

At HUD Office of Fair 
Housing in Washington
DC. HW presentation on
its model and Accessible

Applications receives 
standing ovation.

2005

https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/CentralizedWLScreenShot.jpg
https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/HWReports.pdf


2019
C

2019
D

August: HWs presents real-time 
reports showing 4-year trends, a

data set that allows first-ever
policy decisions based on real-time 

data.

February:  Groups behind a copycat version 
distort the historical record in press release 
announcing plans to build a housing search/apply 
tool for MA, stating, “There isn’t one, and there is 

a great need.” The press release  takes a page 
from the Trump playbook by using vast political 

power, press access, and rumor against HW.

2019
B

April: DHCD launches CHAMP system, 
a centralized waitlist software 

borrowing heavily from the HW 
model, first demonstrated in detail to 
DHCD back in 2003. Which begs the
question, why did they not license 

and tweak our model 18 years ago?

January: HW reaches new 
milestone: more than 800

Massachusetts Housing Advocates 
actively engage with our service.

2019
A

2019 

January: HW reaches new 
milestone: more than 700 

Massachusetts Housing Advocates 
actively engage with our service.

https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/HousingNavigatorPressRelease.pdf
https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/MetaReportsFourYears-1BR.pptx
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The link below leads to a powerpoint link containing reports for seekers of 1BR housing in the Boston area.  The reports include: profiles of employed but homeless persons; and average and worst wait times for a low-income 1 Bedroom unit.



2020
A

January: HW proves a key player in a the Boston City  Rental Voucher Coalition, 
spearheaded by Michael Kane of MAHT. This coalition's five-year push resulted
in Boston’s historic decision to become only the second city in the country to 

offer City-Funded Rental Vouchers.

January: HW reaches new milestone: over 800 Massachusetts Housing Advocates 
currently engage with our service.

February: HW releases first-ever Quality-Control Housing Applications that save 
applicants time and ensure they submit completed, legible applications.

HW gains two more landlords with its proven centralized waitlist tool.

https://www.boston.gov/news/first-city-funded-voucher-program-created-rental-housing
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The second link is to a picture of lead contacts for many of these organizations at a meeting at Boston City Hall with the Mayor's Head of Budget. This group, spearheaded by MAHT's Michael Kane made this initiative happen. HousingWorks contributed vital data and some arguments that made THIS be the meeting where the city finally changed its mind. HW is represented by the man in the pink shirt.

https://www.infoweb.org/Timeline/BostonCityRentalVoucherCoalition.jpg



